FRENCH FOR SPECIFIC PURPOSES

GENERAL INFORMATION

With the advance of Technologies in India and Pune where BPOs and IT Industries are increasing, there is a need for learning French related to these subjects. More and more Companies (as well as working students) are approaching us for training their Professionals in French and imparting them the Basic Communicative Skills related to these Technical Areas.

1. Objectives:

This Course "French for Specific Purposes" aims primarily to impart to the learner those linguistic skills in French which will enable him to communicate in a given specific professional area, be it IT, BPT, Technical or Medical Language and Speech Registers. Also Fashion Industry, Tourism Industry & BPO Call Centers.

This Course is also meant for Companies which require In-House Training for their employees.

2. Public

Besides Professionals this Course is also open to:

- Students having done Advanced Diploma in French
- Students having completed B.A (Special French)
- Students having done any equivalent course
- Preferably those who are already connected with working world, having worked in companies, industries etc.

3. Duration

One academic year. (180 hours)

4. Programme of study (Course Contents)

- Identifying the need (for specific purpose like IT, BPO, Shipping, Bank etc)
- Identifying the type of work done by a professional in a particular field.
- Analysis of various skills to be taught, like (Communication, Writing, Specific Vocabulary)

Approved in BOS Meeting
• In-house training given to the students in particular industry or place of work

5. Evaluation

• Paper I: Theory – 100
• Paper II: 100: Project – 60
  Practicals – 40

6. Procedure for admission

As carried out according to the University admission procedures

7. Reading materials

• "A Grande Vitesse" Hachette - Paris - France
• "Scenario professionnel"
• "A votre Service" Hachette - Paris - France

Any other material provided by the Faculty.
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